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Exciting finds from
the Tayside and
Fife area

Illustration 2 is an object found at Pitlever, on the
Broomhall Estate, in August 2013. A very rare,
possibly unique example of a face mount from
either the Iron Age or Roman period. Compare it
with the face mount (4th – 2nd century BC), -illus 3,
which was sold recently by the time-lines originals
company.

The editor has had a note from Jim
Crombie regarding some exciting recent
metal detecting finds. Jim is one of a
number of metal detectorists working in
Tayside and Fife who, individually and
collectively, have made some fantastic
finds which have helped to provide a
greater understanding of our past, but
particularly that of the Roman and
medieval periods.

Illus 2 Image copyright: Jim Crombie.

Illus 1: A Duchy of Gelders gold Rhinegulden from
the reign of Duke William I (AD 1379-1402) found
near the village of Cleish. At the time this coin was
made there was a monetary famine in Flanders
which saw mints such as those at Ghent and close.
The fact that such a coin from this period has been
found in Scotland is truly remarkable. Clearly few of
these coins were ever produced which makes its
discovery even more important.
Image copyright: Jim Crombie.

Illus 3. Copyright time-lines originals.

Abernethy Museum
The Editor has received the following
information from Abernethy Museum,
which he is pleased to pass on.
2014 Opening hours - 3 May to 28 Sept
Wednesday – Sunday 2 - 5pm
Illus 4: is a Roman trumpet brooch found recently
on the Broomhall Estate, south-west of
Dunfermline. Another trumpet brooch and a silver
denarius were recovered from the same area just a
few weeks prior to Jim’s find being made.
Image copyright: Jim Crombie.

Illustrations 5 (above) & 6 (below) are of a
decorated shale bead fragment found at
Kinnesswood, the second that Jim has found in
that general area. It might represent a grave- good,
as two MBA razors, one of which was decorated,
have previously been found at this location.
Both images copyright: Jim Crombie

For the 2014 season we have a new set
of children’s activities centred on the
repaired and re-painted salmon coble,
one of the last fishing boats on the River
Earn, now taking pride of place in the
museum garden.
We have all our usual displays but the
main focus of our attention at present is
the impact of the First World War on the
parish. To this end we are asking for
anyone with any Abernethy connections
and any memories or photos of
servicemen relating to the parish to get
in touch. We want to build up as
complete a set of pictures as possible of
the young men of the parish who fought
in the war to form an album. We also
have in the museum several WW1
photos of people whose names we do
not know and need help identifying.
Thirty names are recorded on the village
war memorial and we would like
information relating to them. Some we
know about but some may only have had
a brief connection to the parish as farm
servants etc.
We would also like to follow up on the
people who survived the war, men and
women, and hear any stories of the after
effects of the war on the area.
We are not forgetting the Second World
War and the tremendous impact that
had. We would like to collect service
people photos and memories of that time
as well.

Illus 6.

All of the finds recently made by Jim are
currently passing through the Treasure
Trove process and, where appropriate,
will be offered to local museums in
Tayside and/or Fife.

Polish troops engaged in coastal
defence work were based in Abernethy
and many friendships and relationships
were formed with the locals. Some
Glasgow children were evacuated briefly
in September 1939 to the district and
more again following the Clydebank
blitz. We have a few stories but would
like to hear more.

Illus 7 General view of Abernethy Museum garden

Please get in touch or better still pop in and visit us. Any photos or other memorabilia you
can lend us will be scanned and the originals returned.
If you haven’t visited the Museum of Abernethy before you should make the effort this
summer. It’s well worth it! Our visitors rate us highly, commenting on how much there is to
see within our small building. Combine a visit to us with a climb up the Abernethy Round
Tower next door, one of the pleasant circular walks of the village, and a nice cup of tea and
cake at the Berryfields Tearoom opposite. For the fitter visitor, the walk to Abernethy Castle
Law hillfort is beautiful on a nice day.
The museum is staffed and run entirely by volunteers. Admission is free but donations are
gratefully received.
http://museumofabernethy.co.uk

Fortingall Roots
The Editor is pleased to pass on the following communication received from Neil Hooper of
the interesting and important project – Fortingall Roots - currently being undertaken by a
local community (see also article in Newsletter 19).
Fortingall Roots are engaged in a survey of Fortingall Kirkyard. Last year, we drew up a plan
of all visible gravestones, and started recording the details of each stone. This year, we are
looking for buried tombstones, by using a simple tool which allows us to probe up to 15 cm
deep. In this survey, we are following the guidelines drawn up by the Moray Burial Group
(see their website- www.mbgrg.org).
In the week beginning April 7 under the direction of local archaeologist Clare Thomas, we
uncovered and recorded 10 horizontal grave slabs and two small vertical ones. We started

We started next to the eastern edge of the graveyard, and have reached a line running
south from the eastern gable of the church.

Illus 8. Fortingall Roots - work in progress. Image copyright: Neil Hooper

We have uncovered, recorded, drawn and photographed 2 paving slabs, 10 horizontal
slabs, almost certainly gravestones, 1 small vertical gravestone with curved top, and the
probable very degraded remains of another. Four of the horizontal slabs bore the following
inscriptions:

DR
1732

IMG
1827

IMG

AR
1762

This last slab also bears carving of what looked a tomahawk but is likely to be an
eighteenth century symbol for the old Scots plough. (Thanks to Niall Robertson for
identifying this).
It was noticeable that we did not find any slabs in the southern half of this area; what felt
like slabs with the probe proved to be smallish stones. This is in line with the geophysical
survey provided by Oliver O’Grady from his work here last year. In each instance, we only
lifted one or two turfs, just giving us sufficient space to investigate. If there are slabs there,
they are more than 15 cm deep. The only small finds recovered were several sherds of
glazed pottery and a few nails.
Finally the turf was replaced exactly as it was.

It is interesting from what we have found, it seems that before the Victorian
era most graves did not have headstones, but instead were covered by these
large, roughly shaped stone slabs, and some others lean against the kirkyard
wall, presumably having been removed to allow more modern burials in the
lairs they originally marked.
Those with simple inscriptions, such as the deceased’s initials and the date,
for example the “IMG 1832” in what appears to be a Macgregor area may be
for a John MacGregor while or “DR 1727” in what seems to be a Robertson
area may be for a Duncan Robertson, as there are several later headstones
with that name and Duncan would be a common name for members of the
clan Donnachie. It was in this area that we found the finely dressed paving
stones, with no inscriptions, which may mark a higher status Robertson lair
(after the ’45 the Robertson chiefs lived at nearby Duneaves).
We plan to begin our investigations again in the last week of August, and are
arranging for the local schools to be involved.
Illus 9 (left), showing an example of
one of the sketch survey drawings of
two gravestones, the one on the left
(south) appearing to show a
representation of a plough as well as
the initials of the person interred and
the date of burial.
Illus 10 (Below) shows two of the
Fortingall Roots survey team at work in
the graveyard. Having carefully
removed the turves and placed them
on a polythene sheet to one side, the
gravestones are measured, drawn and
photographed before the turves are
replaced.

Illus 11 Jean Comrie with her award.

Award for Perthshire archaeologist
It is with great pleasure that the Editor passes on the news that last November Jean
Comrie, a native of Fowlis Wester but now living in Edinburgh, has been awarded (by the
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland) the Dorothy Marshall medal in recognition of the
contribution she has made to Scottish archaeology over many years. And it is especially
fitting that amongst the long list of digs that Jean was involved with is Marshall’s own
excavation at Crosskirk Broch.
Like many people who became involved in archaeology in Perthshire in the 1960s and
1970s, Jean fell under the wing of Dr Margaret Stewart, assisting her on a number of
excavations including that at Elcho Priory on the south bank of the River Tay. This site was
the Editor’s first excavation, although his abiding memory of that time is sharing the bootspace of Jean’s brand new yellow Vauxhall Viva estate with buckets, trowels, brushes and
other paraphernalia on the trip to the dig and back from the Perth Museum car park. The
Editor also knows from working with Jean on the Moncreiffe stone circle excavation in
1974 just how good an excavator she was, how much she was responsible for the on-site
recording, and how much the success of that particular dig was because of her efforts.
It was no surprise, thereafter, that Jean should effectively join the ‘digging circuit’ and
make significant contributions to Peter Hill’s work at Broxmouth and Whithorn, as well as
elsewhere (including abroad), gradually becoming more responsible for finds and samples
that actual digging. And it is equally no surprise that Jean should apply to this new aspect
of her archaeological career the same discipline that she demonstrated during her digging
career. All of Jean’s many friends in Tayside and Fife congratulate her on her award and
wish her well in her continuing retirement.

Further RCAHMS
survey on Tayside
forts
The Editor is pleased to report that
since the last Newsletter was published
RCAHMS has surveyed four more forts in
the TAFAC area – Jackschairs Wood and
Law of Dumbuils in Strathearn - in
support of the SERF project, Moncreiffe
Hill, overlooking Bridge of Earn - in
support of the Tay Landscape Partnership and Finavon Hill, in Angus surveyed as part of a programme of
enhancing existing records.
The fort in Jackschairs Wood, 1.5km
south-west of Forgandenny was dug by
the SERF team in 2007 and radiocarbon
dates indicated that it was constructed
and used about 700-500BC. The RCAHMS
survey has added further information
about the fort, in particular the
recognition that there appears to be
evidence that there are the remains of a
post- abandonment settlement in the
form of a timber round house built over
the ruined inner wall of the fort.

Illus 13: Glasgow University student Joss
practicing plane-table survey at Law of Dumbuils
fort. Image copyright: John Sherriff.

The survey found that the fort had been
heavily robbed of much of its stone,
particularly along the south side and that
the interior was characterised by the
presence of numerous small quarries.

Illus 12: The profile of the degraded ramparts on
the north side of the fort are clearly visible in
woodland. Image copyright: John Sherriff.

Both the survey of Jackschairs Wood and
the Law of Dumbuils, a little to the southeast of Forgandenny, were undertaken
with a student from the University of
Glasgow Archaeology Department, both
of whom were present to learn survey
techniques from the RCAHMS
archaeologists and surveyors. Both
students proved to be very quick on
picking up tips on how to survey and how
to depictccthe sites on plan.

Illus 14: View west from the summit of Moncreiffe
Hill. The medieval socket-stone, which was re-used
to house a flag-pole in the 19th century, sits on top
of the heavily robbed wall of the latest enclosure
on the hill. Image copyright: John Sherriff.

Unlike the two previous forts, the remains
on Moncreiffe Hill have long been known
to comprise more than one period of
construction. Survey has partly sorted out
the sequences present but the picture has
again been complicated by the pact that
very extensive quarrying has taken place.
There is also evidence of unrecorded
archaeological excavation – probably 18th
or 19th century in date, which has
effectively destroyed or at least obscured
some of the important relationships
between features.

rebuilding of the wall on the south side a
full 20m back from the edge of the
escarpment and the west end of the fort
extended to incorporate a section of natural
gully. The east end of the old wall was
retained as an additional line of defence
and it is its resulting curious horn-like
appearance (see Illus 16 below) that has
previously captured peoples’ imaginations.

Illus 16. The plan of the fort on the summit of
Finavon Hill showing the location of the trenches
dug by Vere Gordon Childe in the 1930s.

Laser Scanning carved
stones in Dundee
Just a quick note to bring readers’ attention
to a programme of laser scanning that is
being undertaken on medieval carved
stones in the care of Dundee Museum.
Illus 15: This prominent bank on the west side of
the summit of Moncreiffe Hill is not part of the Iron
Age defences as some might think, but a bank of
spoil thrown up from an excavation trench that was
dug along the line of the original outer face of the
thick stone wall that defined the latest phase of
enclosure on the hill. Image copyright: John
Sherriff.

At Finavon Hill, situated between Forfar
and Brechin and well known for the
evidence of vitrifaction present, there was
the recurring story of very intensive
quarrying. Much of this has clearly taken
place in comparatively recent times as
people have sought stone to build field
walls, buildings and roads, but, as we
have found elsewhere, much of the
robbing must have taken place in
prehistory. The survey found evidence
that a massive rampart originally ran along
the southern escarpment of the hill. This
was part of the original fort on the hill, but
a second period of construction saw the

Illus 17. A medieval carved head in the process of
being scanned by laser. Image Copyright: McManus
Galleries and AOC Archaeology Group

The work is being undertaken by AOC
Archaeology Group and full details of the
project are available on its website at
www.aocarchaeology.com, where a booklet
describing the stones can be downloaded
as a pdf.

